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Reviewer's report:

Summary: The manuscript is well organized and written. Several issues are needed to be addressed.

Strengths:

1. Excellent introduction of current clinical issue of pancreatic cancer and potential utility of genomic signature.
2. Significant effort to collect and synchronize the 9 valuable gene expression data of pancreatic cancer.
3. Comprehensive analysis of univariate and multivariate analysis with comparison to clinical variables and other molecular subtypes.

Weaknesses:

1. Training set is based on TCGA to test OS>36 months vs. 2-6 months OS. How are the results if other datasets are used as the training set? Or are these 1,400 genes using TCGA also significant in other datasets when comparing OS >36 months vs. 2-6 months OS? What are the distributions (sample size) of other datasets regarding OS: >36 months and 2-6 months? Any justification to use TCGA instead of other dataset as training set?
2. It is unclear how different datasets are pooled. It seems dataset is normalized individually. Since each dataset may use different platform of microarray/RNA-seq, special treatment is performed on probeset level to convert into gene level data for later data analysis. However, it is unclear if any cohort adjustment (or batch correction) is performed prior to data pooling. In other words, how the validation cohorts are pooled. Explanation is needed.
3. It has become a standard to provide function codes with output of data analysis to ensure reproducibility and transparency. Since R software is used in the study, authors should
consider Rmarkdown using knitr package to generate the report, such as from data processing from probeset to gene level, data pooling, gene signature development of 1400 and 25 genes in training set and the validation in test set, as well as the comparison to clinical variables and three molecular subtype classifiers in univariate and multivariate analyses.

4. Evaluation of the random noise gene seems biased. The 25-gene signature is not directly derived from the whole 15,261 genes. It is the result after tuning up the 1,400 genes, meaning it is selected from the 1,400 genes, not from the 15,261 genes. Thus, the evaluation should be based on the 1,400 genes.

5. The algorithm from 1400 genes to 25 genes is unclear. It seems LASSO is used to finalize the 25 genes using the glmnet package. However, how is the penalty regularization parameter $\lambda$ value finalized? Detailed explanation is needed.

6. The TCGA data as training set is for PDAC. However, some of the other datasets may not be PDAC. This may create heterogeneous issue. Please justify.

7. How many of the 25-gene signature overlap with other signatures and the three molecular subtypes.
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